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Product ref: SH1

MELBOURNE High Back
Curve Chair - Yorkshire
Range (Optional Castor leg)

From: £388

Quantity Price

1 - 4 £420

5 - 9 £404

10 - £388

Description

These UK-made chairs are designed and manufactured specifically for the care market. The rear leg is integral,
meaning it is one piece of beech from the floor to the top of the chair for a much stronger and more durable piece
of furniture. With comfort at the forefront of the market, the back cushions are supported by stretch-woven
elasticated webbing, while the seats are supported by premium woven seat webbing.
Hardwood beech frames are assembled with double glued and screwed joints for the utmost in build quality, and
are fully covered by the 5 year guarantee.
An inter-liner can often be added between the seat foam and the upholstery for additional protection against leaks
and spills.
The chairs are finished using a specialist antibacterial high build lacquer as well as crib 5 fabrics and vinyls.
Additional fabrics to those displayed are also available on request.
Other options include (Please call the office for details):

Contrasting seat upholstery
Contrasting piping
Castor legs (front only).

Upholstery Details:
AGUA Lunar is a crib 5 vinyl with choice of plain or patterned finish. It is also:

Waterproof
Hard wearing (>100,000 rub test)
Anti-fungal
Anti-bacterial
Phthalate free
REACH compliant

AGUA Libra is a crib 5 soft fabric and is:
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Waterproof
Anti-microbial
Hard wearing (>100,000 rub test)
Stain resistant
Phthalate free
REACH compliant

Please note: While the AGUA Libra fabric is stain resistant, there is no such fabric that is "stain proof". Most stains
can be removed using cold/warm water and a clean microfibre cloth, however poorly fixed clothing dyes may
cause permanent staining. All spillages should be removed immediately with a clean absorbent cloth. Always try
cleaning products on a hidden piece of fabric to test suitability.
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Optional Extras

General Options: Castors on front legs (CAS)(+£38)
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